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[The following are from bounty-land records in the Library of Virginia.]

I do hereby Certify Benj’a Branson enlisted with me Sept 1779[?] [one or two undeciphered words] the State artillery for the term of three years Sam’l Crawley Capt [Samuel Crawley R13467] [Several illegible words] was Discharged [several illegible words] Cary Wiatt Lt [Carey Wyatt VAS2085] (A Copy) H. Randolph mistake in Copying Cary Wiatt 6L[?]

Mr. John Depriest[?] is impowered to get my landwarrant Benj’n Branson Dec’r 4th 83
Test Franklin Bridgman

T Meriwether would be oblijed to [undeciphered] Clay if he would [undeciphered word] what was the rank of Cary Wiatt when he lost[?] his pension